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I. INTRODUCTION 
A cooperative Density Management Study between the Bureau of Land Management (BLM), Oregon State 
University (OSU), National Biological Survey (NBS), and U.S. Forest Service Pacific Northwest Research 
Station (PNW) has been developed to test management applications that promote the development of 
structurally complex forests and to collect an inventory of lichens and bryophytes with an opportunity to 
monitor their response to density management; and to monitor the effects of density management in 
Riparian Reserves on microclimate, fish, and amphibians. The Ten High Density Management Study area 
was treated in year 2000 to attain the research objectives stated above.  This Environmental Assessment 
analyzes the actions for the second treatment, which further tests the research objectives. 

Location: 
The project area is located in Sections 10 and 15, Township 15 South, Range 7 West, in the Siuslaw 
Resource Area of the Eugene District of the BLM.  The project area includes 149 acres within the Matrix 
land use allocation and 71 acres within Riparian Reserves. 

II. PURPOSE AND NEED FOR ACTION 
The purpose of the proposed action is:  

To provide a research site for the Density Management Study, which will contribute to the scientific 
knowledge needed to test and improve silvicultural applications for the development of structurally 
complex forests. 

The need has been demonstrated to advance scientific knowledge about the effect of density management 
on stand development.  Objectives of the Density Management Study include determining how to manage 
forest stands to accelerate the development of old-growth characteristics and improve structural complexity; 
research on the response of lichens, bryophytes, and amphibians to density management treatments; and 
monitoring the effects of density management in riparian areas on micro-climate and riparian-associated 
species.  The objectives of the Density Management Study are further detailed in the research study plans, 
which are contained in the project analysis files. 

This EA is an analysis of the proposed action and no action alternative, which are in conformance with and 
is consistent with the standards and guidelines of the Eugene District 1995 ROD/RMP (as amended). 

Additional site-specific information is available in the Ten High Density Management project analysis file.  
This file and the above referenced documents are available for review at the Eugene District Office.  

III. PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES 
This action proposes forest management activities on 220 acres including commercial thinning in stands 
approximately 60-70 years of age, within the project area.  The proposed action would include the following 
activities: tree harvest at various densities of tree retention, road renovation and improvement, and 
decommissioning of renovated roads. 

This section describes the proposed action and alternatives developed through the Density Management 
Study Plan and the interdisciplinary review process. 
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Alternative A is designed to harvest timber and to implement aspects of the Density Management Study 
Plan.  A research exception for this proposed action has been granted by the Regional Ecosystem Office 
(see Appendix A) in accordance with the requirements of the NSO ROD (pp. C-4, C-19, C-38). 

A. ALTERNATIVE A (Proposed Action) 

1. Matrix treatments 
The following silvicultural treatments would be implemented. 

Approximately 59 acres would be considered high retention areas, thinning treatments would 
result in stand conditions with approximately 67 trees per acre (tpa) and a relative density of 24 
and basal area of 97 square feet.   

Approximately 156 acres would be considered moderate retention area, thinning treatments 
would result in stand conditions with approximately 37 tpa and a relative density of 13 and basal 
area of 54 square feet.   

• Approximately 5 acres would be considered low retention areas, thinning treatments would 
result in stand conditions with approximately 27 tpa and a relative density of 10 and basal 
area of 42 square feet.   

• The stands would be proportionally thinned across diameter classes to promote the 
development of a vertically complex canopy structure.  Dominant and co-dominant trees 
would be marked for retention. 

Other design features 
• The existing mix of species diversity would be maintained.  

• Conifer trees which exhibit unique structure such as wolf trees, forked tops, broken tops 
and cavities would be selected as leave trees to maintain presence in the stand. 

• Existing snags and coarse woody debris would be retained, except when snags may be 
felled for safety or operational purposes.  Felled snags shall remain on site. 

• Two trees per acre would be felled and retained on site as coarse woody debris in the 
treated areas.  

• Non-merchantable tree tops and limbs would not be yarded and would be left on site to 
facilitate nutrient recycling and to enhance soil productivity. 

• Six trees that originated from the genetic improvement program located within the sale unit 
boundaries would be reserved. 

• All merchantable trees between 6” and 9” dbh would be marked for retention. 

2. Riparian reserve treatments 
    Silvicultural prescriptions applied in the riparian reserves would be the same as those  
    applied in the adjacent upland matrix land use allocations. 

Where appropriate, some research activities have been exempted from the standards and 
guidelines of the Northwest Forest Plan ROD, particularly if those activities test critical 
assumptions of those standards and guidelines. This funded, agency - approved research 
meets the above criteria, and is assumed to continue if analysis ensures that a significant risk to 
Aquatic Conservation Strategy (ACS) objectives does not occur.  The ACS analysis has been 
included in the water resources portion of the environmental consequences section. 

• Within selected portions of Riparian Reserves of streams FB, FC, FAA, RA, RB, RC, and 
RD tree harvest would occur.  Streamside protection buffers would reserve trees directly 
contributing to stream bank stability and overhead shading.  The width of these buffers 
would be based upon the drip-lines of the largest conifer, (between 10 and 60 feet in width 
on each side of the streams). 
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• Within selected portions of Riparian Reserves of all other streams except steams H, HA 
and P, the streams would receive buffers varying between 50 to 100 feet. 

• Streams H, HA, P, and the lower half of the main channel are in the control area which is not 
being treated. 

• All stream buffer widths are similar to the initial Ten High Density Management Study 
thinning treatment.  All riparian treatments have been designed to have negligible impacts 
to stream temperature according to the recommendations in the Northwest Forest Plan 
Temperature Implementation Strategies (2005). 

• Riparian reserve land use allocation silvicultural treatments including tree densities would 
be similar to the adjacent upland matrix land use allocation treatments. 

3. Logging systems 
On slopes exceeding 35 percent, yarding would be done by a skyline cable system capable of 
lateral yarding 75 feet.  The majority of the yarding would be uphill to designated landings.  
One-end suspension would be required.  Cable yarding over streams may occur.  Full 
suspension of logs would be required when yarding over streams.  Ground based yarding 
would be allowed in areas with slopes less than 35 percent.  Skid trails would be located 
approximately 150 feet apart where possible, to minimize impacts to reserve trees and soils.  
Log lengths would be restricted to a maximum of 40 feet to reduce damage to the reserve trees.  
Skidding for ground based yarding operations would occur 75 feet upland from the posted 
riparian reserves.  Directional felling would be utilized to protect residual trees and snags. 

4. Roads 
Activities within the proposed harvest area would use existing roads and renovated roads. 
Spurs A, B and C and Road Nos. 15-7-10.0, 15-7-10.1, 15-7-10.3, 15-7-10.4, 15-7-10.7, 
15-7-10.8 and 15-7-15.0 would be renovated; including the removal of the failed 24”undersized 
culvert following harvest activities. Approximately 0.7 miles of Road Nos. 14-6-34, 15-7-10.4 
and 15-7-10.7 would be improved with aggregate surfacing and crossdrains to make the 
surfaces more resistant to erosion.  

Haul Routes (See map)
Haul would occur via Road Nos. 15-7-10, 15-7-10.1, 15-7-10.2.15-7-10.8 14-6-34, 15-7-15 and 
onto 15-7-35 (paved).  Improvements would include surfacing of 0.7 miles of Road Nos. 
14-6-34 and 15-7-10.1 with up to 8-inches of rock, and replacing and installing new cross drain 
culverts where needed to reduce the risk of road failure and reduce sediment delivery to 
streams. 

:    

Road improvement activities or the use of natural-surfaced roads during periods of wet weather 
would not be permitted. 

Road decommissioning would take place when soil moisture conditions are optimal, generally 
between July 1 and October 15. 

Road Decommissioning 

Decommissioning measures would be applied as follows: 

Road No. 15-7-8 (west of junction with 15-7-10.3) would be blocked with an earthen barricade. 
Drain dips, lead-off ditches, water bars or other measures would be used to prevent 
accumulation of surface run-off.  Slash would be placed on the surface until out of line of sight 
from the entrance after the earthen barricade. 

Spurs A-C would be blocked with an earthen barricade. If these roads remained natural surface 
the exposed road prisms would be de-compacted using equipment such as an excavator. If the 
surface were rocked, drain dips, lead-off ditches, water bars or other measures would be used 
to prevent accumulation of surface run-off.  Slash would be placed on the surface until out of 
line of sight from the entrance after the earthen barricade. 
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Road No. 15-7-10.3 would have existing drain dips and waterbars replaced to prevent 
accumulation of surface run-off. 

Road No. 15-7-10.7 would be blocked with an earthen barricade. The culvert at stream S8 
would be removed following harvest operations. Drain dips, lead-off ditches, water bars or other 
measures would be used to prevent accumulation of surface run-off.   

5. Botany 
Two Bureau Strategic bryophytes are located in the project area, Plagiothecium piliferum and 
Blepharostoma arachnoideum. No mitigations are needed for bureau strategic species.  
Equipment would be washed prior to entering the project area to suppress transportation of 
weeds seeds and native grass seed would be sowed where ground disturbing activities would 
occur. 

6. Wildlife 

There are no seasonal or daily operating restrictions due to disturbance. 
Northern Spotted Owl 

There is no suitable habitat for the Marbled Murrelet within the proposed action area, but one 
tree with potential nesting structure is located close to the southeast portion of the proposed 
action area. If harvest operations are implemented within 100 yards of this tree during the 
nesting period (April 1 – September 15) harvest operations excluding haul would not 
commence until two hours after sunrise and would cease two hours prior to sunset during the 
nesting period. 

Marbled Murrelets 

7. Fisheries 
Roads would be improved as described above to minimize the potential impacts to fish species 
from sediment runoff. 

8. Noxious weeds 
All yarding and road construction equipment would be cleaned prior to arrival on BLM-managed 
lands to lessen the spread of noxious weed seed. 

9. Fuels 
All slash from roadside and landing piles not scattered on tilled roadbeds would be covered with 
plastic and burned. 

B. ALTERNATIVE B (no action) 
All timber harvest activities would be deferred, and no management activities described under 
Alternatives A and B would occur at this time.  There would be no opportunity to thin stands to fulfill 
the objectives of the density management study. 

IV. AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT 
The proposed Ten High Density Management project area is located approximately 4 air miles north of 
Horton, Oregon, in T.15 S., R. 7 W., Sections 10 and 15 (see attached maps of the proposed project area). 
It is managed by the Siuslaw Resource Area, Eugene District BLM. BLM, state, and private lands make up 
a checkerboard land ownership pattern in the vicinity. 

The proposed project area is in the Lake Creek 5th field watershed. The Lake Creek 5th field watershed is 
located in Lane and Benton Counties, northwest of the city of Eugene, and contains the communities of 
Blachly, Horton, Triangle Lake and Greenleaf.  The watershed lies at the northeastern headwaters of the 
Siuslaw River Sub-basin, and contains approximately 74,500 acres, of which BLM manages approximately 
46% (Lake Creek Watershed Analysis, 1995).  Private ownership totals approximately 42% of the 
watershed. The State of Oregon administers approximately 12% of the watershed. Intensive timber 
management or agriculture is practiced on much of this ownership and is likely to continue. 
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A. VEGETATION 
All treatment units within the project area are comprised of an overstory of primarily Douglas-fir with 
minor components of western redcedar, western hemlock and native hardwoods.  The stand was 
naturally reseeded following logging operations in the 1940’s and 50’s.  Following natural 
regeneration and establishment most of the sale area was pre-commercially thinned in 1972.  In 
1998 the stand was commercially thinned to varying densities in accordance with the defined 
objectives of the Density Management Study.  Several circular leave islands and patch cuts between 
0.25 and 1.0 acres in size are scattered throughout the harvest area.  The patch cuts were replanted 
with native conifers at varying densities as part of the DMS study.  Current stocking and densities 
vary depending on the residual retention within the treatment units following the commercial thinning 
in 2000.  There are three retention classes (low, moderate & high) within the sale area.   

The understory varies from open to moderately brushy with vine maple, Oregon grape, salal, 
huckleberry, or oceanspray.  Herbaceous ground cover is open, mossy duff and debris or light 
patches of sword fern or bracken fern.  Riparian areas are dominated by red alder with scattered 
bigleaf maple and sapling western redcedar with vine maple and devils club patches in headwater 
areas.  The herbaceous component in the riparian area includes oval-leaved mitrewort, Oregon 
wood sorrel, foamflower, ladyfern, deerfern, candyflower, Oregon oxalis, youth-on-age, Scouler 
corydalis, fringecup and great hedge-nettle.   

B. WATER RESOURCES/FISHERIES 
The main Lake Creek tributary which flows through the study area from northwest to southeast 
contains spawning and rearing habitat for cutthroat trout.  Habitat types include rapids, cascades, 
low falls, and small rearing pools.  Stream substrates are rubble, cobble, gravel, boulders, sand and 
low to moderate amounts of mostly small logs and wood debris.  The main stream is shaded with 
hardwoods primarily on the flood plain with second growth conifers located on adjacent side slopes. 
The lower portion of the main tributary downstream of the proposed study area has been enhanced 
by installing logs and boulders to improve conditions for trout and potential use by steelhead. 

C. SOILS 
The soils in the proposed project area are classified as Klickitat, Peavine-Blachly-Honeygrove, and 
Bohannon-Preacher-Digger series.  The Klickitat series consist of deep, reddish brown, 
loamy-skeletal soils.  They occur on ridges and steep, smooth or dissected slopes in mountainous 
topography.  There are a high amount of coarse fragments found in these soils. Blachly Series are 
deep, clay rich and are formed in colluvium on ridgetops and sideslopes.  The surface layer is dark 
reddish brown clay loam about 9 inches thick.  The upper horizons are dark red clay.  Weathered 
bedrock ranges from 40 to 60 inches.  They are part of the Inceptisol family having weathered more 
recently into fine textured soils. Digger Series are moderately deep and well drained.  They tend to 
have a high stone content and low clay content.  They are found on steep sideslopes, narrow ridges 
and headwalls. 

D. WILDLIFE 
Species of interest are as follows: 

• Northern spotted owl (Strix occidentalis caurina): federally threatened species.  The project area 
is located within critical habitat for northern spotted owls.  There are no known core areas for 
spotted owls within the proposed units, but a 1.5 mile home range of one know owl pair (Upper 
Lake Creek) overlaps parts of the proposed project area:  The Upper Lake owls were present but 
did not nest in 2008.  They successfully reproduced in 2007.  Residency was not established in 
2009.  Until annual surveys result in no occupancy, this site will be considered occupied by 
resident owls. The proposed unit is composed of approximately 45 to 59 year-old 
Douglas-fir/Western hemlock stands, qualifying this area as dispersal habitat for the northern 
spotted owl.  

• Marbled murrelet (Brachyramphus marmoratus): federally threatened species.  The project area 
is not located within Critical Habitat for the marbled murrelet.  There is no suitable habitat within 
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the proposed action area, but one tree with potential nesting structure is located close to the 
southeast portion of the proposed action area.  There is no other suitable habitat or potential 
nesting structure within 100 yards of proposed action area.  Suitable habitat is generally 
considered mixed Douglas-fir stands 80 years old or older.  At this age, trees begin to develop 
large branches or deformities that provide substrates adequate for nesting.  These substrates 
are important because this species does not construct nests, but rather depends on surfaces 
large and stable enough to support a parent and egg.  In the central Oregon Coast Range, three 
tree species typically support murrelet nesting:  Douglas fir, western redcedar and western 
hemlock.  

• No Special Status Species have been recorded in the project area. 

• Since the stands being thinned are less than 80 years of age, the Pechman exemption for Survey 
and Manage species applies and no surveys are required. 

E. BOTANICAL RESOURCES 
Surveys were conducted for Special Status vascular plants in 1996 and 1997.  No Special Status 
vascular plants, including Threatened, Endangered or Bureau Sensitive Species, were located.  
Surveys for Special Status lichens and bryophytes were conducted in October 2008.  No 
Threatened, Endangered or Bureau Sensitive Species of lichens and bryophytes were found.  Two 
Bureau Strategic bryophytes were found to be located in the project area, Plagiothecium piliferum and 
Blepharostoma arachnoideum.  For Bureau Strategic Species the Special Status Species policy to 
manage so as not to contribute to a need to list the species under the Endangered Species Act does 
not apply. 

F. VISUAL RESOURCES 
The proposed project area is classified as Visual Resource Management Class III (VRM III), which 
allows for moderate levels of change to the characteristic landscape.  Management activities may 
attract attention but should not dominate the view of the casual observer.  VRM III objectives are to 
“partially retain the existing character of the landscape.”  A thinning in this area would meet this 
objective (Eugene District ROD/RMP, June 1995; pages 75-78). 

G. CULTURAL RESOURCES  
The project is located within the Oregon Coast Range physiographic province and the terms of 
Protocol D as defined in the National Programmatic Agreement in Oregon (USDI, 1998) apply.  
Pre-disturbance surveys of the project area are not required.  Post-disturbance survey requirements 
would be conducted according to standards based on slope defined in Appendix D of the "Protocol for 
Managing Cultural Resource on Lands Administered by the Bureau of Land Management in Oregon."  
These standards only mandate post-disturbance on slopes of 10% or less. Ground-disturbing work 
would be suspended if cultural material is discovered during proposed operation. 

H. RECREATIONAL RESOURCES  
The proposed project area is within the Upper Lake Creek Special Recreation Management Area 
(SRMA) boundary. The Upper Lake Creek SRMA is intensively managed for recreational activities.  
Most of the recreational development is not located in proximity to the proposed project area and is 
focused along Lake Creek and Hult Reservoir.  According to the Resource Area Management Plan 
(RAMP) for the SMRA, off highway vehicle (OHV) use is limited to designated roads 15-7-10, 
15-7-10.1, 15-7-10.2, 15-7-10.3, 15-7-10.4, 15-7-15 and 14-6-34 (BLM portions) roads near or within 
the proposed project area. (Recreation Area Management Plan, September 14, 2005; page 25) 
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V. ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES 

A. PAST, PRESENT, AND REASONABLY FORSEEABLE FUTURE ACTIONS 
BLM timber sales implemented over the past five years in the Lake Creek Watershed have included 
thinning projects including Blacktop Thin, Jason Thin, Whitebark Thin, Chinkapin Thin, Poolside Thin, 
Mark Time and Ben Lane located on Matrix lands.  On private lands, more intensive timber 
management actions, including clear cutting and broadcast burning, are occurring and are likely to 
continue in the foreseeable future.  This watershed includes the North Lake Creek Landscape Plan 
area.  Future expected actions include commercial thinning through approximately 2014 and stream 
restoration projects. 

B. DIRECT AND INDIRECT EFFECTS 

1. VEGETATION 
Alternative A

Under 

 would cause a decrease in competition between trees for available growing 
space, which would maintain or improve tree growth and vigor.  The proposed treatments 
would decrease canopy closure and increase light at the forest floor, which would improve 
growing conditions for understory plants and speed the development of a multi-layered canopy.  
The increase in individual tree growth rates would speed the development of late-successional 
characteristics, such as large live trees, snags, and down wood. 

Alternative B

2. WATER RESOURCES/FISHERIES   

 (No action) the stand would continue to close canopy, increasing 
competition for growing space, and reduce light reaching the forest floor.  Competition 
between tree crowns would decrease live crowns and reduce light levels reaching the forest 
floor which would suppress understory development of shrubs and shade tolerant conifers.  
Development of late-successional characteristics – such as large live trees, snags, and down 
wood – would be slower than in Alternatives A because of the slower individual tree growth 
rates.   

Actions proposed within the Riparian Reserves may affect attainment of ACS objectives. Initial 
evaluation of this issue determined that ACS objectives 1, 2, 7, 8, and 9 would be maintained 
under all alternatives, whereas effects on ACS objectives 3, 4, 5, and 6 were examined in more 
detail by alternative. Analysis compares how each alternative contributes toward attainment of 
ACS objectives 3, 4, 5, and 6. 

What are the effects of timber harvest and associated activities on the attainment of Aquatic 
Conservation Strategy (ACS) objectives? 

ACS Objective 3

Under 

: Maintain and restore the physical integrity of the aquatic system, including 
shorelines, banks, and bottom configurations. 

Alternative B

Under 

 (no action), the physical integrity of the aquatic system would be 
maintained.  No culverts or cross drains would be replaced, removed, or added.  Long-term 
restoration of stream channel integrity would occur at the stands current trajectory as 
development of trees that could function as large woody debris (to enhance physical integrity of 
stream channel) takes place. 

Alternative A, the untreated stream buffers would protect the physical integrity of stream 
banks and channels.  The varied thinning prescriptions would help restore the physical system 
by developing large trees more quickly than if left to grow at the current trajectory.  The 
potential benefit of this varies by the different buffer widths and number of leave trees in the 
project area.  The leave trees that are closest to the stream channels have the highest 
probability of eventually reaching the stream channel and contributing as large woody debris.  
This is most likely to occur next to the streamside retention buffer areas (along streams FB, FC, 
FAA, RA, RB, RC, and RD) and along streams A, AA, and U.   A smaller increase in potential 
is also possible next to streams R, F, VC, FS, and the upper reach of the main stream. 
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This project would reduce the risk of culvert failure from the stream crossing location on road 
15-7-10.7 road.  The existing damaged culvert would be removed and the stream banks would 
be restored upon completion of the project.  Replacing any of the existing stream culverts and 
sizing them to meet a 100 year storm event (with associated sediment and debris) would 
reduce the risk of fill failures at these locations.  Removing or replacing culverts and adding 
temporary culverts would produce temporary pulses of sediment but this would be unlikely to 
affect the physical integrity of the stream channels.  The addition of cross drains would reduce 
the risk of direct road related sediment delivery to the stream system over the long term.   

ACS Objective 4:  Maintain and restore water quality necessary to support healthy riparian, 
aquatic, and wetland ecosystems.  Water quality must remain within the range that maintains 
the biological, physical, and chemical integrity of the system and benefits survival, growth, 
reproduction, and migration of individuals composing aquatic and riparian communities.   

Under Alternative B (no action), no additional thinning would occur in the project area which 
would maintain sufficient stream shading to avoid contributing to increased water temperature 
on all streams.   

Alternative A

No impact to stream temperature is likely for streams within the project area where thinning 
would not occur in the primary or secondary shade zones or along intermittent streams.  This 
includes areas where thinning only occurs on the north side of east- west oriented perennial 
streams.  No stream temperature increases are predicted for streams MSB; MSC; MS; VC; H; 
HA; P; FAA; FC; AA; RA; RC; RD; T; ZA; ZB; the upper reaches of streams Z, FS, FB,  R, and 
U.  The lower 1,850 feet of the main channel within the project area is within the control area of 
the project and also would not be subject to a decrease in shading.   

 would involve thinning to 3 different retention levels (low, medium, and high) and 
would have an uncut control area as part of the research study.  In addition, there would be 
untreated buffer areas along all streams.  The effects on stream temperature will vary by 
stream reach depending on topography, vegetation, stream orientation, stream flow, channel 
width, tree height, and shade density.   Shade density on some streams could be impacted by 
thinning.  Most of the proposed thinning activities would occur outside of the primary shade 
zones or in the outer portion of the primary shade zones of the stream channels.  The primary 
shade zone is the area (riparian and upland vegetation) that shades streams from 
approximately 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.  The majority of stream shading is provided during this period.  
The primary shade zone is determined on a site by site basis and is determined by a 
combination of tree height, hill slope, and stream aspect.  The secondary shade zone is the 
area (riparian and upland vegetation) that provides shading to the stream during the daylight 
hours before approximately 10 a.m. and after approximately 2 p.m.  The impacts from thinning 
in the primary and secondary shade zones on intermittent streams or on the north side of 
perennial streams that are oriented east-west are not considered significant.    

Primary shade zones would not be affected along streams FS, F, R, and Z because these 
streams would be in the variable-width protection buffers (50 feet to 100 feet wide on each side 
of the channel).  Thinning retention in the secondary shade zone of stream R would be in the 
high category (approximately 65 trees per acre).  Thinning retentions in the secondary shade 
zones of streams FS, F, and Z are expected to be in the moderate category (approximately 35 
trees per acre).  The existing shade density along these streams is typically high (70% to 
85%).  Minimal change in shade density is likely to occur under the proposed action for these 
streams.  Temperature increases are predicted to be negligible.  

Primary shade zones would be somewhat affected along stream A, and some reaches of 
streams S, U, and main.  The existing shade density along these streams is typically high (> 
80%).  Some reduction in shade density is likely while some impact to stream temperature is 
possible.  The impact would be insignificant because of the existing high shade density and the 
maintenance of the majority of the primary shade zones and the retention of canopy cover in the 
secondary shade zones.   Most of stream S is within the uncut control area of the proposed 
action.  Approximately 500feet of stream S (perennial) would be subject to moderate retention 
thinning (south of the stream channel) in the outer half of the primary shade zone.  About 800 
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feet of stream S (perennial) would be subject to moderate to high density retention thinning in 
the secondary shade zone (south of the channel). 

Stream buffers for stream A above road 14-6-34 typically exceed 45feet so thinning (moderate 
retention) would occur within the outer one-fourth to one third of the primary shade zone in 
places.  Thinning in the secondary shade zone would occur at moderate retention.  The lower 
reach of A would be subject to high retention thinning in the outer half of the primary shade zone 
and in the secondary shade zone. 

The upper 1,200 feet of stream U is not included in the proposed action so there would be no 
alteration of shade density from this action.  The remaining reaches of stream U typically have 
stream buffers that exceed 45 feet.  Thinning would occur in the outer third to outer half of the 
primary shade zone of this stream.  Stream U is east-west trending so impacts on the north 
side of the stream are not anticipated.  Stream U would be subject to moderate retention 
thinning in the secondary shade zone (south of channel) except for the reach below road 
14-6-34 where high retention thinning would occur. 

The main channel below stream U and above stream T would be subject to some thinning 
within the primary and secondary shade zones (west of the channel only).  High retention 
thinning would occur along this entire reach of stream.  Canopy cover in the thinned areas is 
expected to remain relatively high (45% to 55%).  The un-thinned stream buffers south and 
west of the channel would typically be 50 feet to 60 feet and the un-thinned stream buffers north 
and east of the channel would typically be 60 feet to 70 feet.  Thinning (high retention – west of 
channel) would occur in the outer one-third of the primary shade zone and the entire secondary 
shade zone in this reach. 

Approximately 150 feet of perennial channel along stream RB, and approximately 600 feet of 
perennial channel along stream FB would have stream-side retention buffers that would 
typically be 10 feet to 35 feet on each side of the channels.  Thinning would occur within 
portions of the primary and secondary shade zones for these streams.  The thinned areas 
adjacent to the buffer around stream RB would be approximately 65 trees per acre with 
approximately 35 trees per acre retained next to stream FB buffer.  Even though existing 
shade density is moderately high along these streams some reduction in shade density would 
be likely under the proposed action.  Stream temperature impacts to the downstream larger 
streams (F, R, and main) would likely to be insignificant because the stream discharge for these 
small streams is a small fraction of the larger streams.    

ACS Objective 5:  Maintain and restore the sediment regime under which the aquatic 
ecosystems evolved. Elements of the sediment regime include the timing, volume, rate, and 
character of sediment input, storage, and transport.   

Under Alternative B (no action), the sediment regime would be maintained.  There would be 
no increase in road use from haul, so there would be no associated increases in sedimentation.  
The road segments that currently deliver sediment would continue to deliver at the existing rate.  
This rate depends on traffic use by BLM and other entities with legal access, on future use from 
other activities, and on the condition of the roads in the project area.  There would be no long 
term decrease in sedimentation because new cross drains would not be added or road 
surfacing would not be upgraded under this alternative.  There would be no direct sediment 
pulses from adding cross drain culverts or removing or replacing damaged culverts.  The risk 
of fill failure at the damaged culvert site (15-7-10.7) and at replacement sites for undersized 
stream crossings or damaged cross drains would continue until these problems are resolved by 
other means.  There would be no increase in sedimentation from yarding operations.   

Alternative A would have short term (1 to 2 years) sedimentation increases (above existing 
conditions) from haul as traffic rates increase.  The proposed improvements to the roads 
include adding aggregate to the road surface in the areas of sedimentation risk (about 0.7 miles 
of the haul route) to make the road surface more resistant to erosion and installing additional 
cross drain (relief) culverts to reduce the amount of road drainage connectivity to the stream 
system.  This would reduce road connectivity to streams to 10% of the proposed haul route 
(gravel/native surface).  As traffic rates return to existing rates following completion of the 
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project, sedimentation from the road system is expected to decrease below existing rates 
because of the road improvements. 

The risk of sedimentation from yarding 

Direct, short-term (< 1 year) sediment pulses are possible from removing or replacing stream 
crossing culverts and adding temporary culverts.  Best Management Practices (BMPs) would 
be followed to reduce the risk of impacts. Estimated added sediment delivery would be about 1 
cubic yard or less for each stream crossing culvert. 

would be low due to design features and the 
no-treatment buffers around all streams. There is some risk that sedimentation from yarding 
would increase in the short term (1 to 2 years) particularly in the area along streams FB, FC, 
FAA, RA, RB, RC, and RD.  Best management practices such as felling trees to lead; full 
suspension of logs over streams channels and banks; limitations to ground based operations 
based on soil type, slope, location, proximity to streams, and extent; and uncut retention buffers 
is likely to greatly minimize this risk. 

The risk of fill failure at the damaged culvert site (15-7-10.7) and at replacement sites for 
undersized stream crossings or damaged cross drains would be reduced under this alternative. 

ACS Objective 6:  Maintain and restore in-stream flows sufficient to create and sustain 
riparian, aquatic, and wetland habitats and to retain patterns of sediment, nutrient, and wood 
routing.  The timing, magnitude, duration, and spatial distribution of peak, high, and low flows 
must be protected.   

Under Alternative B: (no action) no additional thinning would occur so there would be no 
alteration to the timing, magnitude, or duration of flows.  The existing extent of stream/road 
connectivity would remain as is until the road and culverts are upgraded by another means.   

Alternative A

There is also a very low risk that there would be changes in peak flows at the sub-watershed 
scale.  No new roads are proposed under the proposed action.  Some additional compaction 
from skid trails would occur where ground based yarding occurs, but this would likely represent 
a very small percentage (< 1 %) of area even at a drainage scale.  The reduction in 
road/stream connectivity from adding cross drains would reduce road effects on flow by about 
0.4 miles.  As stated above, evapotranspiration and interception would decrease as a result of 
the proposed action which might have a localized, temporary impact to peak flows in the vicinity 
of the action.  The most likely changes to peak flows from this effect are possible increases to 
small, frequent flow events from late summer to early winter when less precipitation is needed 
to recharge soil moisture in a thinned stand. 

: This alternative might contribute to a temporary increase in summer low flows 
and overall water yield in the immediate vicinity of the project area because of the reduction in 
evapotranspiration and interception from the removal of some of the trees.  Water yield 
changes due to forest management activity are very often too small to be measured.  Changes 
in water yield are generally detectable only in the immediate proximity of harvested units.   An 
increase in summer low flows can have the potential beneficial impact of reducing summer 
stream temperatures and providing additional habitat for stream biota.  Water yield and 
summer low flow increases are usually temporary impacts that gradually diminish over one to 
several decades as forest re-growth occurs.  The impacts to summer low flows and overall 
water yield are expected to be low under this alternative because of the relatively small number 
of acres thinned in the drainage basin and the retention of canopy over story.  Sub-watershed 
impacts are very unlikely as thinning under the proposed action represents less than 2 % of the 
sub-watershed area with a very low percentage (< 5 %) of the sub-watershed currently in 
young, open stands. 

The impacts of thinning on rain-on-snow events as a result of this action are considered to be 
very low at a sub-watershed scale.  Research is very limited on the effects on peak flows from 
alterations in canopy cover under different density management retention levels and has 
focused mainly on clear-cut harvest.  The largest effect from rain-on-snow events is assumed 
to be in openings or recently clear-cut stands (hydrologically immature) that occur in the 
transient snow zone.  Thinning would occur on less than 2 % of the sub-watershed area and 
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very little (< 5 %) of the sub-watershed is currently in the open canopy cover class (< 10 % 
cover) that is most susceptible to rain-on-snow events.  The majority of these more open cover 
areas are located in the lower elevation areas of the sub-watershed which are least likely to 
experience significant snow fall that can contribute to rain-on-snow events. 

The proposed action would not create the larger openings that are typically associated with 
increased snow accumulation, increased radiation (snow melt), and increased wind speeds in 
openings during rain-on-snow events.   The estimated average spacing between tree boles 
after the project is completed is estimated at about 25 feet to 35 feet with average openings 
between crowns estimated at 5 feet to 20 feet.  All of the thinned areas would remain in a 
hydrologically intermediate classification (>10 % and < 70 % crown closure) after harvest 
except for about 59 acres which would be opened up from a hydrologically mature classification 
(> 70 % crown closure) to the hydrologically intermediate classification. 

Some localized effect on peak flows is possible in the vicinity of the project area under some 
storm events as interception of snow could be reduced because of canopy reduction.  This 
could lead to an increase in water equivalent available for some runoff events.  This could 
happen between storms when there is inter-storm melt because snow on the ground is less 
affected by inter-storm melt due to shade from remaining trees and continued protection from 
wind than snow that is in the canopy.  The potential for impacts at the drainage scale are 
considered to be low because the majority of the drainage is at elevations that are less likely to 
experience rain-on-snow events, the relatively small canopy openings indicate only a minor 
change in snow interception and the important melt processes from wind and radiation, and 
because of the relatively small number of treatment acres.  This effect would be reduced over 
time (one to several decades) as canopy closure increases.  The effect would likely be less 
and of shorter duration in the high retention thinned areas versus the medium retention thinned 
areas.  The low retention thinning would occur on approximately 5 acres of the proposed 
thinning area and because this constitutes a very small percentage (2%) of the project area, the 
impacts would be immeasurable. 

3. SOILS 
Alternative A

• Retain organic matter on soils. 

: Decommissioning of roads, de-compacting and laying down slash on skid trails 
will reduce the aerial extent of soil productivity impacts.  Detrimental soil disturbance will be 
minimized using the following design features as well as those listing in the proposed action: 

• Ground based yarding operations would occur when soil moisture content provides the 
most resistance to compaction (generally less than 25%--during the dry season, typically, 
July 1 to October 15, as approved by the Authorized Officer in consultation with the Soil 
Scientist). 

• Use existing skid trails wherever possible.  

• Use of low ground pressure (<6 psi) ground-based yarding equipment would be limited to a 
single pass when operating outside designated primary skid trails, utilizing downed slash to 
minimize soil disturbance.  

• De-compact all skid trails and landings and place slash and brush on trails.  Use of an 
excavator with a bucket with teeth that can be used to shatter but not mix the soil is 
optimum for density thins.  Care should be taken not to mix or displace the soil profile.  In 
density thins, roots can be avoided with use of a modified bucket.  De-compacting should 
immediately follow logging operations and typically take place no later than October 1. If 
tillage cannot be accomplished the same operating season, all trails should be left in an 
erosion resistant condition and blocked.  

• To prevent environmental damage (sedimentation to streams, structural damage to roads, 
and loss of soil through erosion) it is recommended that decommissioning of roads occur 
using methods to close off the entrances of roads, particularly off of mainlines.  Methods 
include earthen barriers, boulders, de-compacting and laying down slash, preferably at 
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topographic locations that lend themselves to a full-closure.  Laying down slash on roads 
at their junctions from mainlines to outside the “line-of-sight” on the road, is recommended.         

 
Alternative B

4. WILDLIFE 

 (No action): There would be no additional affects leading to detrimental soil 
disturbance and a loss of soil site productivity. 

Alternative A 

The proposed unit is composed of approximately 45 to 59 year-old Douglas fir/western hemlock 
stands, qualifying this area as dispersal habitat for the northern spotted owl.  The proposed 
action has been designed and is intended to accelerate and enhance the development of late 
successional habitat on which this and other species depend.  Dispersal habitat would be 
maintained in areas proposed for light to moderate thins (59 acres), while the heavily thinned 
areas (161 acres) would temporarily be reduced to below dispersal conditions.   

Spotted Owl 

 
The heavy thinning prescriptions would result in a temporary loss of dispersal habitat on 161 
acres.  However dispersal habitat is available in sufficient quantities on federal lands in the 
vicinity of the project area, 3844 acres or 84% within the Upper Lake Creek owl home range 
consists of dispersal habitat.  No actions are proposed within the core or nest patch of the 
Upper Lake Creek owl home range. 

Although there would be heavy thinning of spotted owl dispersal and Critical Habitat resulting in 
alteration of vegetation and foraging patterns in the short term – as much as 10 to 20 years 
(Meiman et al, 2003), a long-term benefit to local spotted owl habitat is anticipated because 
Critical Habitat primary constituent elements (larger trees, snags and down wood) would not be 
removed and heavily thinned areas would develop complex forest elements faster than areas 
not being treated. 

To compensate for a lack of snags and coarse woody debris (CWD), two trees per acre would 
be felled during the timber sale contract for CWD and five trees per acre would be retained for 
future snags. 

Since this proposed project is partially intended to increase knowledge of how complex forest 
structures develop, this study will contribute to a better understanding of how to attain such 
structure through silvicultural techniques. 

Because heavy thinning would reduce current dispersal habitat to non-habitat, this action would 
result in a may affect, likely to adversely affect” determination for the spotted owl due to habitat 
modification. Because dispersal habitat would be maintained in the light to moderately thinned 
areas, those actions are not likely to adversely affect the Spotted Owl due to habitat 
modification. The determinations for this proposed action is included in the FY 2009-10 
programmatic habitat modification biological assessment for the North Coast Province 
(USDA/USDI, 2009).  A biological opinion was received from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
April 2, 2009. 

Suitable habitat in the vicinity is located beyond the 65 yard disruption distance, and within the 
0.25 mile disturbance distance of the proposed activities.  The proposed action would affect, 
but is not likely to adversely affect the spotted owl due to disturbance. 

If harvest operations are implemented within 100 yards of the identified tree during the critical 
portion of the murrelet nesting period (April 1 – August 5), the actions would result in a not likely 
to adversely affect determination due to disruption to this species’ normal behavior because 
timing restrictions would be implemented.    

Marbled Murrelet 

Other than the one tree with potential murrelet nesting structure which will be protected from 
damage during the proposed action, there is no other potential nesting structure or suitable 
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habitat within 100 yards of proposed action area, therefore modification of any such structure 
would not occur.   

The proposed action area is not located within Critical Habitat for the marbled murrelet. 

Alternative B (No action) would have no short-term effects on wildlife.  However, of the two 
alternatives, Alternative B would result in a slower increase in the quality of habitat for species 
associated with late-successional forests than alternative A. 

5. BOTANY 
Alternative A 

Two bureau strategic bryophytes were found to be located in the project area, Plagiothecium 
piliferum and Blepharostoma arachnoideum.  Since Blepharostoma arachnoideum occurs in 
an existing stream buffer in which no treatments would occur; there would be no impacts to this 
species.  For Plagiothecium piliferum since this species is located within the thinning area the 
most likely direct effects from physical disturbance, including damage from yarding and slash 
deposition within the area occupied by the Bureau Strategic species may impact the species.  
Changes in microclimate due to thinning may also negatively affect the species.  Bureau 
strategic species do not require management intervention but an inventory of the species would 
be conducted after the thinning treatment to monitor the impact to the species.  

Special Status Species 

Special Status fungi may occur in the project area, and if so, would be impacted by the timber 
sale.  However, according to BLM Information Bulletin Number OR-2004-145 (Attachment 5), 
protection of known sites along with ongoing large-scale inventory work is thought to be 
adequate in assuring that projects will not contribute to the need to list these species under the 
ESA.  This determination stems from the analyses regarding these species occurring in 
USDA-USDI 2004. 

Noxious weed species could be expected to increase with disturbance.  The previous thinning 
did contribute to some increases in weed coverage, and the proposed action would likely do the 
same.  Weed infestations would be greater in units that are more heavily thinned, due to 
increased light and ground scarification.  Resulting weed cover is hard to predict due to the 
vagaries of seed dispersal and establishment.  Following the North Lake Environmental 
Analysis, total weed percent cover increase could be 5% on haul roads, 1.5% in moderate 
thinning units, and 2% in heavily thinned units.  Non-native weed cover is likely to persist within 
the units up to 30 years, after which shading should eliminate weeds except for some plants on 
permanent roads, and any shade tolerant species, such as false brome, that may be 
introduced. 

Noxious Weeds 

Weeds species already occurring are most likely to be found in increasing quantities.  ODA 
Noxious Weeds are of greatest concern among non-native species already occurring in the 
area.  Of these, only Scotch broom is currently a target of manual control.  The other species 
appear to remain controlled to a large extent due to biological controls. 

Washing of equipment and sowing native grass seed, along with the Eugene District’s ongoing 
weed control program, would mitigate noxious weed effects. 

Alternative B
Under the no action alternative, the effects to Special Status Plants and Noxious Weeds 
outlined under the action alternative would not occur.  Under the no action alternative, the risk 
of greater additional increases and the potential for new introductions would be less, and the 
decline of noxious weeds due to greater canopy closure would occur sooner than the action 
alternative. 

 (No action)  
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VI. CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION 

A. SURVEY AND MANAGE SPECIES 
The Ten High project is consistent with court orders relating to the Survey and Manage mitigation 
measure of the Northwest Forest Plan, as incorporated into the Ten High District Resource 
Management Plan.    

On December 17, 2009, the U.S. District Court for the Western District of Washington issued an order 
in Conservation Northwest, et al. v. Rey, et al., No. 08-1067 (W.D. Wash.) ( Coughenour, J.),  
granting Plaintiffs’ motion for partial summary judgment and finding a variety of NEPA violations in the 
BLM and USFS 2007 Record of Decision eliminating the Survey and Manage mitigation measure.  
Previously, in 2006, the District Court (Judge Pechman) had invalidated the agencies’ 2004 RODs 
eliminating Survey and Manage due to NEPA violations. Following the District Court’s 2006 ruling, 
parties to the litigation had entered into a stipulation exempting certain categories of activities from 
the Survey and Manage standard (hereinafter “Pechman exemptions”).   

Judge Pechman's Order from October 11, 2006 directs: "Defendants shall not authorize, allow, or 
permit to continue any logging or other ground-disturbing activities on projects to which the 2004 ROD 
applied unless such activities are in compliance with the 2001 ROD (as the 2001 ROD was amended 
or modified as of March 21, 2004), except that this order will not apply to:  

A. Thinning projects in stands younger than 80 years old (emphasis added):  

B. Replacing culverts on roads that are in use and part of the road system, and removing culverts if 
the road is temporary or to be decommissioned;  

C. Riparian and stream improvement projects where the riparian work is riparian planting, obtaining 
material for placing in-stream, and road or trail decommissioning; and where the stream 
improvement work is the placement of large wood, channel and floodplain reconstruction, or 
removal of channel diversions; and  

D. The portions of project involving hazardous fuel treatments where prescribed fire is applied. Any 
portion of a hazardous fuel treatment project involving commercial logging will remain subject to 
the survey and management requirements except for thinning of stands younger than 80 years 
old under subparagraph a. of this paragraph.”  

Following the Court’s December 17, 2009 ruling, the Pechman exemptions are still in place.  Judge 
Coughenour deferred issuing a remedy in his December 17, 2009 order until further proceedings, and 
did not enjoin the BLM from proceeding with projects.  Nevertheless, I have reviewed the Ten High 
Project in consideration of both the December 17, 2009 and October 11, 2006 order. Because the 
Ten High project entails no regeneration harvest and entails thinning only in stands less than 80 years 
old, I have made the determination that this project meets Exemption A of the Pechman Exemptions 
(October 11, 2006 Order), and therefore may still proceed with this EA even if the District Court sets 
aside or otherwise enjoins use of the 2007 Survey and Manage Record of Decision since the 
Pechman exemptions would remain valid in such case. 

B. WILDLIFE CONSULTATION 
Pursuant to the Endangered Species Act, formal and informal consultation was completed with the 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service on this proposed action.  The Fish and Wildlife Service concluded 
formal and informal consultation with a Biological Opinion on April 2, 2009, concurring with the BLM 
determination that the proposed project would include the following effects: 

Disruption and Disturbance: Not likely to adversely affect  
Spotted Owl 

Habitat Modification: Likely to adversely affect in heavily thinned areas; not likely to adversely affect 
in light to moderately thinned areas 

Disturbance and Disruption: Not likely to adversely affect  
Marbled Murrelet 

Habitat Modification: No effect 
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C. FISH CONSULTATION 
There are no Endangered Species Act listed fish species in the planning area at this time.  

Under the Magnusen-Stevens Act actions carried out by federal government agencies are required to 
assess the impacts to Essential Fish Habitat for Chinook and Coho salmon.  Project assessment has 
led to the conclusion that there would be no adverse effects to Essential Fish Habitat for Chinook and 
Coho salmon from the proposed action. 

D. CONFEDERATED TRIBES OF THE COOS, LOWER UMPQUA, AND SIUSLAW 
INDIANS 
The Bureau of Land Management Siuslaw Resource Area will consult with the Confederated Tribes of 
Siletz, and the Confederated Tribes of the Coos, Lower Umpqua, and Siuslaw Indians during this 
public comment period. 

E. INTERDISCIPLINARY TEAM MEMBERS 
The proposed action and alternatives were developed and analyzed by the following interdisciplinary 
team of BLM specialists: 

Steve Steiner Hydrologist 
Dan Crannell  Wildlife Biologist 
Jeff Spring Engineer 
Karin Baitis Soil Scientist 
Clint Foster Silviculture 
Doug Goldenberg Botanist 
Dave Reed Fuels 
Leo Poole Fisheries Biologist 
Sharmila Premdas NEPA Planner/Team Lead 
Christopher Finn Logging Systems/EA writer 
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APPENDIX A – Letter from Regional Ecosystem Office 

Regional Ecosystem Office 
333 SW 1st   P.O. Box 3623 

Portland, Oregon  97208-3623 
Website:  www.reo.gov   E-Mail:  REOmail@or.blm.gov 

 
Phone:  503-808-2165     FAX:  503-808-2163 

 Memorandum  

Date:  May 12, 2003 

To:  Regional Interagency Executive Committee (See Attached Distribution List) 

From:  Anne Badgley, Executive Director /s/Anne Badgley 

Subject:  Assessment and Review of Proposed Research under the Northwest Forest Plan  
Purpose:  The purpose of this memorandum is to clarify implementation of certain Northwest Forest Plan 
(NWFP) provisions regarding research assessments and reviews.   

Background:  In 2001, the Regional Ecosystem Office (REO) received questions from field offices asking 
whether REO review of new proposed research is required.  The REO prepared findings to clarify two aspects of 
the research questions: 

1. Reviews.
2. 

  When is REO review of research required? 
Assessments.

This memorandum is based on interagency discussions (which included participation by research agency 
representatives) and review of NWFP provisions.  Key NWFP provisions are attached and referenced below.    

  Who assesses new research proposals and what factors should be considered?   

Findings:  Reviews. The NWFP Standards and Guidelines (S&Gs) distinguish between ongoing and proposed 
research (S&Gs, pp. C-4, 18, 19 & 38).   Project summaries of ongoing research, i.e., current, funded, agency 
approved research, were to be submitted to REO for review within 180 days after the date the NWFP Record of 
Decision (ROD) was signed (April 13, 1994).  New research, i.e., research proposed after the NWFP was signed, 
does not require REO, Research and Monitoring Group (RMG), or Regional Interagency Executive Committee 
(RIEC) review.  However, agencies may request REO or RMG assistance in conducting science reviews of new 
proposed research, particularly where independent, regional-scale, or interagency analysis is indicated.  Requests 
should be submitted through the agency’s RIEC executive to the REO Executive Director.  

Assessments.

The ROD states that, where appropriate, some research activities may be exempted from the standards and 
guidelines (ROD, p.15).  The S&Gs further provide for this by indicating that some activities not otherwise 
consistent with the objectives of the standards and guidelines may be appropriate (S&Gs, pp. C-4, 18 & 38), 
particularly if the activities: 

  The S&Gs (pp. C-4, 18 & 38) require that research be assessed to determine if it is consistent with 
the objectives of the standards and guidelines.  The appropriate land manager is responsible for assessing 
proposed research and has discretion regarding how to conduct the assessment and documentation process.  For 
example, the assessment and documentation may be completed in conjunction with the NEPA process.  

• Will test critical assumptions of these standards and guidelines; 
• Will produce results important for habitat development; or 
•  If the activities represent continuation of long-term research.  

In addition, the S&Gs (p. C-4) state that every effort should be made to locate non-conforming activities in land 
allocations where they will have the least effect upon the objectives of the standards and guidelines.  (Language 
specific to Late-Successsional Reserves (LSRs) and Riparian Reserves (RRs) is provided in the S&Gs (pp. C-18 
& 38)).  This factor should be considered and documented during the assessment.  

The land manager is responsible for identifying any proposed research activities that are inconsistent with the 



 

 

objectives of the standards and guidelines, for assessing whether the activities are appropriate, and for ensuring 
that appropriate efforts have been made to locate non-conforming activities in land allocations where they will 
have the least effect upon the objectives of the standards and guidelines.  The land manager may then exempt 
research activities from the standards and guidelines where appropriate.  All research activities must meet the 
requirements of applicable federal laws (ROD, p.15), including the Endangered Species Act, NEPA, etc.  

Related Considerations:  The REO identified other factors that may be helpful to ensure scientific credibility of 
proposed research (a basic principle of the NWFP).  These factors are not specified in the NWFP, however, land 
managers may consider them if appropriate during design and assessment of new research proposals, particularly 
proposals which include activities inconsistent with the objectives of the standards and guidelines.  Optional 
factors that may be appropriate to consider include:  

1.  The extent to which the proposed research represents credible science.  The following questions may be 
helpful in evaluating whether the proposed research represents credible science:  

• What hypotheses will be tested by the proposed research, and how are they linked to assumptions or 
uncertainties in the S&Gs? 

• Is the proposed study design adequate to test the stated hypotheses? 
• What are the temporal and spatial zones of inference for the proposed research?   
• Has the proposal been the subject of an independent science review?  If so, what are the results?  

2.  The potential of the research to contribute to scientific knowledge of importance beyond the local area. 

3.  The potential to modify the research proposal to make it more consistent with the objectives of the standards 
and guidelines. 

4.  The extent to which the desired results could be obtained if the research was modified to conform to the 
standards and guidelines.  

This memorandum is intended for use as the basis for responding to future inquiries regarding research 
assessments and reviews.  All RIEC executives are encouraged to distribute this memorandum to appropriate 
individuals in their agency.  If you have comments or need additional information, please contact me at 
503-808-2165, or your REO representative.  

cc: REO/RMG reps 
Ken Denton (FS) 
John Cissel (BLM) 
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Linda Goodman, Forest Service Lisa Freedman, Forest Service (Alt) 
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Attachment:  NWFP Excerpts Related to Research Assessments and Reviews 

NWFP Excerpts Related to Research Assessments and Reviews 
 
This enclosure provides excerpts from the Northwest Forest Plan Record of Decision (ROD) and Standards and 
Guidelines (S&Gs) which are referenced in the accompanying memorandum on research assessments and 
reviews.   
 
ROD, p. 15: 
“An important component of this decision is the facilitation of research activities to gather 
information and test hypotheses in a range of environmental conditions. Although research activities are among 
the primary purposes of adaptive management areas and experimental forests, this decision does not intend to 
limit research activities to these land allocations.  Where appropriate, some research activities may be exempted 
from the standards and guidelines of this decision. However, every effort should be made to locate 
non-conforming activities in land allocations where they will have the least adverse effect upon the objectives of 
the applicable standards and guidelines. All research activities must meet the requirements of applicable federal 
laws, including the Endangered Species Act.”  
 
S&Gs, p. C-4: 
“A variety of wildlife and other research activities may be ongoing and proposed in all land allocations. These 
activities must be assessed to determine if they are consistent with the objectives of these standards and guidelines. 
Some activities (including those within experimental forests) not otherwise consistent with the objectives may be 
appropriate, particularly if the activities will test critical assumptions of these standards and guidelines, will 
produce results important for habitat development, or if the activities represent continuation of long-term research. 
Every effort should be made to locate non-conforming activities in land allocations where they will have the least 
adverse effect upon the objectives 
of these standards and guidelines. 
 
Current, funded, agency-approved research that meets the above criteria, is assumed to continue if analysis 
ensures that a significant risk to Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives does not exist. Research Stations and 
other Forest Service and BLM units will, within 180 days of the signing of the Record of Decision, submit a brief 
project summary to the Regional Ecosystem Office of ongoing research projects that are potentially inconsistent 
with other standards and guidelines in this document but are expected to continue under the above research 
exception. The Regional Ecosystem Office may choose to more formally review specific projects, and may 
recommend to the Regional Interagency Executive Committee modification, up to and including cancellation, of 
those projects that have an unacceptable risk [to] the objectives of these standards and guidelines.”   
 
S&Gs, pp. C-18,19: 
“A variety of wildlife and other research activities may be ongoing and proposed in late-successional habitat. 
These activities must be assessed to determine if they are consistent with Late-Successional Reserve objectives. 
Some activities (including those within experimental forests) not otherwise consistent with the objectives may be 
appropriate, particularly if the activities will test critical assumptions of these standards and guidelines, will 
produce results important for habitat development, or if the activities represent continuation of long-term research. 
These activities should only be considered if there are no 
equivalent opportunities outside Late-Successional Reserves. 
 
Current, funded, agency-approved research that meets the above criteria is assumed to continue if analysis ensures 
that a significant risk to Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives does not exist. Research Stations and other 
Forest Service and BLM units will, within 180 days of the signing of the Record of Decision for these standards 
and guidelines, submit a brief project summary to the Regional Ecosystem Office of ongoing research projects 
that are potentially inconsistent with other standards and guidelines of this document, but are expected to continue 
under the above research exception.  The Regional Ecosystem Office may choose to more formally review 
specific projects, and may recommend to the Regional Interagency Executive Committee modification, up to and 



 

 

including cancellation, of those projects having an unacceptable risk to Late-Successional Reserve objectives.”  
 
S&Gs, p. C-38: 
“RS-1.  A variety of research activities may be ongoing and proposed in Key Watersheds and Riparian Reserves. 
These activities must be analyzed to ensure that significant risk to the watershed values does not exist. If 
significant risk is present and cannot be mitigated, study sites must be relocated. Some activities not otherwise 
consistent with the objectives may be appropriate, particularly if the activities will test critical assumptions of 
these standards and guidelines; will produce results important for establishing or accelerating vegetation and 
structural characteristics for maintaining or restoring aquatic and riparian ecosystems; or the activities represent 
continuation of long-term research. These activities should be considered only if there are no equivalent 
opportunities outside of Key Watersheds and Riparian 
Reserves. 
 
RS-2.  Current, funded, agency-approved research, which meets the above criteria, is assumed to continue if 
analysis ensures that a significant risk to Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives does not exist. Research 
Stations and other Forest Service and BLM units will, within 180 days of the signing of the Record of Decision 
adopting these standards and guidelines, submit a brief project summary to the Regional Ecosystem Office of 
ongoing research projects that are potentially inconsistent with other standards and guidelines but are expected to 
continue under the above research exception. The Regional Ecosystem Office may choose to more formally 
review specific projects, and may recommend to the Regional Interagency Executive Committee modification, up 
to and including cancellation, of those projects having an unacceptable risk to Key Watersheds and Riparian 
Reserves. Risk will be 
considered within the context of the Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives.”   
 
S&Gs, pp. D-7, 8: 
“Monitoring and research, with careful experimental design, will be conducted in Adaptive Management Areas. 
Research in forest ecology and management as well as social, biological, and earth sciences may be conducted. 
Each Adaptive Management Area will have an interdisciplinary technical advisory panel that will provide advice 
to managers and the local communities involved with this effort. The technical advisory panels will provide 
advice and information on the appropriateness of the project. 
 
Direction and review are provided by the Regional Interagency Executive Committee, through the Regional 
Ecosystem Office. This review will help assure that plans and projects developed for the various Adaptive 
Management Areas will be both scientifically and ecologically credible. It will assure that new, innovative 
approaches are used, that the laws and the goals of the plan are met, and that validation monitoring is 
incorporated.”   
 
S&Gs pp. E-17, 18: 
“The Research and Monitoring Committee will review and evaluate ongoing research; develop a research plan to 
address critical natural resource issues; address biological, social, economic, and adaptive management research 
topics; and develop and review scientifically credible, cost efficient monitoring plans; and facilitate scientific 
review of proposed changes to the standards and guidelines.”   
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